
   

 

 This year, 2019, started with a beautiful melody with 
the first Provincial Chapter of the Asia Pacific Province to  
name the three Provincial Councilors who will be assisting Sr. 
Lerma Victoria Pangantihon, our new Provincial Superior. 
After being inspired by the “Yes” of our Provincial Superior 
and her Councilors, I cannot but continue to proclaim the line 
of Mother Marie Eugenie that “Love never says: It is 
enough.” I continue to say, “Here I am, Lord”, always willing 
to welcome the newness of life. Saying “YES” to God to be 
part of the Novitiate Community, placing myself at His dispos-
al. I continue to respond to God’s call to embrace our prov-
ince anew and rejoice to this beautiful journey. Indeed, “Love 
never says: It is enough”. –Sr. Vicky, ra 

Partage Nova 

by Agnes Cecilia 
 
 “TET” is the short name of Vietnamese New Year 
and this is the most important festival for us Vietnamese. This 
is the festival when we give the best blessings to all the people 
especially to our family, relatives and friends. This is the time 
when we all go back to the family wherever they are.  
 This year’s TET celebration last January 28, 2019 was 
even made more special for us because we celebrated it with 
many Sisters and all the Superiors who gathered for the first 
Provincial Chapter. Also, for the first time, our Japanese Sis-
ters joined the celebration. We too, welcomed the announce-
ment of our three new Provincial Councilors: Sr. Maria Jose-
fina (Marjo), Sr. Estela Maria (Maitel) and Sr. Marie Emman-
uel. A Thanksgiving Mass was then presided by Fr. Genaro 
Diwa. We prayed for each other, our families, our countries, 
and our Congregation, particularly our Asia Pacific Province.  
 I am grateful for the love that our Asia Pacific Prov-
ince has shown us, the Vietnamese sisters, by letting us cele-
brate TET every year. This made us feel united and bonded in 
a strong family spirit. We are happy to be given the chance to 
share our tradition and our culture to our big family of Asia 
Pacific Province. 
 Everybody had a wonderful time sharing the tasty 
Vietnamese food and watching the program with the lion 
dance. But the highlight was the Nova community’s moving 
flag march of the four countries of the Asia Pacific Province: 
the Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam and Japan. The presenta-
tion inspired us all the more to look back at the past with grat-
itude, live in the present with passion and embrace the future 
with hope. 
 Towards the end of the program, everybody received 
the Word of God printed on colored papers. The everyone also 
received the blessings and lucky money from the elderly Sis-
ters. May this year 2019 (Year of the Pig) bring happiness and 
abundant graces to us all. HAPPY NEW YEAR 2019! 
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by Teresa Hanh 
 

 

It was a beautiful day last December 16, 2018 as we, 
the Novitiate and the Provincialate communities, shared our joy 
with a Christmas celebration to almost 150 children in front of 
the Our Lady of the Assumption Novitiate.  

The children aged four to 12 years old—coming from 
our different apostolate areas: Boni, Sitio Payong, Sto Niño and 
our neighboring kids— enjoyed the day together with Religious 
of the Assumption Sisters and Highschool Class ‘93. 

For two hours (9 to 11AM), the kids were drawn in the 
catechism where we shared the meaning of Christmas, played 
games, enjoyed the food, and received Christmas gifts.  

God’s love is for all, the rich and the poor, the young 
and the old. We are all children of God. Looking at happy and 
delightful faces of the kids, our hearts rejoiced, too. We did not 
only  share our joy to them but we also received so much joy 
from them. When we 
share our joy to others 
then we receive double. 

Thank you Lord, 
for giving us chance to 
be together and to share 
our joy to others. This 
has made our Christmas 
become more meaning-
ful as we prepared our 
hearts for Your coming. 

SHARE YOUR JOY TO OTHERS 
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NEWS AND SIGNIFICANT EVENTS  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

by Charmaine Marie 
 

Last January 12, 2019, we have witnessed the 
First Vows of our Sisters: Sr. Agnes Christine of the 
Risen Christ, r.a., Sr. Rosa Maria of Jesus Crucified, r.a. 
and Sr. Maria Francisca of the Cross, r.a.  Our parish 
priest, Fr. Jerome Rosalinda was the main presider of 
the solemn Mass which was held at the Novitiate Chap-
el. Along with him were Fr. Ngoa of the Augustians of 
the Assumption as homilist, Fr. Paul (—-) and Fr. Glen 
Quela as concelebrants. 

All of us who gathered to celebrate this wonder-
ful and joyful occasion offered our prayers of thanksgiv-
ing to God for letting us witness not just the first profes-
sion of our three sisters but— as aptly stated by Fr. 
Ngoa when he shared his beautiful reflection on the 
combined mysteries of the three newly-professed Sisters 
— also the deep truth that “Jesus, who was Crucified on 
the Cross, is Risen.”  It is, indeed, a resurrection experi-
ence when a moment comes that we recognize the deep 
blessings and unfathomable love of God after we have 
gone through an arduous journey.  As emphasized by 
Fr. Ngoa in his homily, it is a unique blessing to under-
stand with more clarity our “Yes” to offer all that we 
have to God. 

On this day, we have understood more deeply 
that the Risen Christ Himself makes a beautiful offering 
out of our act of saying “Yes” to God’s call and invita-
tion. It is very significant how God made us see a part 
of the offering of our newly-professed sisters that we 
seldom see in the Novitiate: their very own families 
with all their unique circumstances and present chal-
lenges.  With them, we have witnessed that it is, indeed, 
the Risen Christ who gives us the grace to place all that 
we have in God’s hands, including our dear families, 
who also bear the love and glory of the Risen Christ as 
they allow Him to go with them in their own personal 
journey.  I was deeply struck when I realized that as we 
respond to God’s personal call for each of us, this call 
actually bears with it God’s universal call to holiness for 
all the ones He has given us.  Thanks be to God! 

“Behold, I Make All Things New” 
SEA ASSEMBLY: Of Letting Go and  

Embracing New Horizons 

  
 
   

 
 

 
by Christine Emmanuel 

 
Last October 13 and 14, 2018 for one last time, our 

Southeast Asia Province celebrated our beautiful journey 

over the last four years. The special assembly was themed, 

“Looking to the Past with Gratitude, Living the Present with 

Passion, Embracing the Future with Hope!” 

The two precious days were experiences of both re-

treat and celebration. It was a time to reckon the majesty of 

God throughout those four years – years of constant “YES” 

and All for Jesus! 

 As we celebrated the gift of our province, everyone 

was brought back down memory lane as each community 

comprising Southeast Asia was called and took its “ever-

glowing importance” on a giant map projected on the screen. 

It was both nostalgic and heartwarming. Each Sister has 

owned that the Province of Southeast Asia was and will al-

ways be a gift – being part of it was a moment of grace. It 

was a vivid sign of God’s enduring fidelity to our Province. 

  “Our gracious God is smiling at us. He is very re-

assuring that He will fulfill His promise to make all things 

new. And we believe that the intercessors of today, write the 

headlines of the future. Let us claim the fulfillment of these 

hopes and dreams,” Sr. Marie Emmanuel said in the closing 

exhortation. 

 It was very symbolic when, one by one, each flag 

composing our province, was taken down from the wall – 

and in the end only the Congregational Cross remained - 

nothing remains but Christ. Everything begins and ends and  

— begins again with Jesus. 

 Indeed, our province has crossed the threshold and 

passionately responded to the invitation to continue to ex-

pand and embrace. 

 As the celebration comes to a close, Sr. Mary Sheryl 

said in her message that “the treasure of the province is the 

Sisters who compose it.”  It is very fitting that we let go of 

our Southeast Asia, we welcome our new horizons – that is 

the Province of Asia Pacific with arms wide open, embracing 

it with hope and to each other we ask: “ Can we walk this 

path together?” and each one, overwhelmed with goodness 

and thanksgiving can only say, “Welcome in!” 

A Universal Family’s Beautiful Offering 
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NEWS AND SIGNIFICANT EVENTS  

 
 

by Fatima Joy  
 
 Now on its third year, the Novitiate Community 
participated in the Walk for Life held at the Quezon Ci-
ty Memorial Circle on February 16, 2019. Thousands of 
Catholic faithful were gathered together to do an act of 
solidarity to uphold the dignity of life. The event was 
organized by the Council of the Laity of the Philippines 
(Sangguniang Laiko ng Pilipinas). The walk started at 
4:30AM as we solemnly prayed the Holy Rosary. We 
heard testimonies from selected individuals who shared 
their pains from the experiences of extra judicial kil-
lings, broken families, environmental abuses and a loud 
cry to vote wisely in the upcoming midterm elections. In 
between sharings were creative presentations of  the 
youth portraying the current realities of our time. They 
also showed an audio visual presentation of the different 
persecutions happening around the world—particularly 
among Christians. The walk was highlighted by a Mass 
presided by His Excellency, Luis Antonio Cardinal Ta-
gle. He was joined by Papal Nuncio Gabrielle Caccia, 
Bishops Virgilio David and Broderick Pabillo and 
priests from different parishes. 
 Cardinal Tagle in His homily said that this is the 
time to stand up for life. He stressed that “Life is a gift, 
to be appreciated. It is not a commodity to be manipu-
lated. It is a gift from the tender love of God. Just like 
the compassion of Jesus in the Gospel. Jesus says, my 
heart is moved with compassion for the crowd that is the 
heart of God. That is the heart that is the fitting of 
origin of life. Life as a gift of love and compassion and 
that mystery of God’s movement His tender love and 
compassion takes on flesh, living flesh in the womb of a 
mother.” 
 The mass ended with the strong invitation of 
Bishop Pabillo to continue doing this event yearly. He is 
grateful for the lay people who initiated the event, assur-
ing the lay faithful that the Catholic Church leaders and 
religious will always support their activities in promot-
ing life and faith. This years’ Walk for Life was simulta-
neously held in the cities of Dagupan, Tarlac, Cebu, Or-
moc, and Cagayan de Oro.  
 I thank God that I had the chance to attend this 

wonderful event. 
By simply walk-
ing with others, it 
became a mission 
of proclaiming 
the gift of life. 
I’m grateful to 
take part in mak-
ing a stand that 
we should treas-
ure, celebrate, 
nurture, defend 
and promote this 
precious gift of 
life from our 
God.  

 
 

 
 

by Teresa Uyen 
 
 Every year, we 
hold Christmas TRID-
UUM, but this year was 
different from the pre-
vious years. Two more 
communities joined us: 
Boni community and 
Malibay community. 
All in all we were thirty 
three, as noted by Sr. 
Sheryl. 
Sr. Lerma facilitated 
the retreat, with the 
three Evangelical 
Counsels using the 

2018 General Chapter documents. The first day was on the 
Vow of Poverty. To help us have a deeper experience of the 
spirit behind the Vow of Poverty, we had an activity which 
we did in the poor areas of our own respective communities 
we went out to smell, to touch, to feel our poor neighborhood 
and to befriend the poor. For many of us, we experienced the 
life of the people in the market, who are hardworking but 
earning less income. Some recognized their own poverty in 
their limitations in which they have become more aware of 
the importance immersing ourselves with those who are in 
the peripheries. Some were challenged to go out of their 
comfort zone to go and to talk to people whom they did not 
know. Some Sisters saved the money for transportation by 
walking so that they have more money to buy and share their 
lunch with the people they met. 

Day Two and Day Three were about the Vows of 
Obedience and Chastity. When we finally divided ourselves 
into five groups for the sharing, everybody was excited to 
share on the following questions: “Which reality of ourselves 
must we accept in order to open the door for God?” “Which 
reality of others must we welcome to open the door to en-
counter the relationship?” and “How can we make our com-
munity, places where we live relationships in truth, places 
where we faced with differences that can block relationship, 
we choose instead to take care of one another?”. Happily, 
our stories showed that we were able to apply what was said 
in the General Chapter: “Let us risk at the frontier at the ser-
vice of life”. Everyone discovered that we are all willing to 
change and to give ourselves at the frontiers of humanity. As 
Sr. Lerma said: “Our religious identity is an open reality 
where we will live out the vital relationship between our 
sources and our mission”. 

This Triduum, somehow gave me the courage to 
open the door of my heart wider to welcome the newness of 
God. I have seen that it is through this door that the grace of 
God enters. Indeed, Christmas is a season for welcoming and 
opening ourselves to have a bigger heart that bears the love 
of Jesus and the zeal for our mission on earth.  

WALK FOR LIFE, STAND UP FOR LIFE! CHRISTMAS’ TRIDUUM 
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IMMERSION 

WALKING IN THE MUD 

by Mary Teresa 

 My heart is filled with gratitude and happiness 
about my immersion. Last January 7 to 17, 2019, I had 
my immersion in the Science City of Muñoz, Nueva 
Ecija. This was part of the EXODUS program. We are 
joined by other Novices from different congregations. 
I am grateful I was given the chance to discern about 
what was the invitation of God for me at this point of 
my journey, especially on the areas that I needed to 
grow. This was the first time that I was away from my 
Sisters for ten days. I experienced many difficulties 
before our immersion. I was afraid but the voice 
within me says, “Go, let go.” That consoled me and 
gave me more courage to go out of the convent and of 
myself. I was with seven other  novices. We were 
adopted by different families and different barangays. 
I stayed with a loving family. I am an anak of my fos-
ter parents and an ate of two younger brothers. They 
supported me to go to the farm, allowed me to do wha-
tever they do there. They tried to speak in English and 
also taught me some Tagalog words to communicate 
with the people. Every day, I went to the rice field 
with my mother, lola, lolo and tita to plant rice, take 
care of the animals that we tend, to listen to their sto-
ries, to understand how happy they are but also how 
hard the life in the farm is, with many things need to 
be done. After planting rice, we went to the pond to 
wash-up, ate simple food that we prepared, shared our 
experiences on how to take care of the rice field. 
 This experience allowed me to get in touch with my 
life. It taught me how to keep balance in my journey, 
especially in moments of difficulties. All I have to do 
is to turn to Jesus to hold my hand tightly, to help me 
move on so that I can say “You, alone, are enough”. 
Just like my experience of walking in the deep mud 
while my foster mother was helping me to move step 
by step. I recognised that I need to take care of my 
vocation and depend on the grace of God, through the 
help of the Sisters and what I have learned in 
formation—depending on Him all my days. 
 In addition, the eight of us tried to build our 
community. When we gathered for some activities, we 
shared about our vocation stories, what was our feel-
ing living in a new family and how we handled diffi-
culties. We saw how God works in our journey - even 
though we are different, we are happy to be part of 
each others’ journey. 
 I give thanks to God and the Congregation for 
giving me the opportunity to have all these experienc-
es and knowing more and more about myself and the 
situations that are happening around me. This is a 
beautiful part of my journey with my Beloved.  

 
 
 

 by Teresa Hanh 
 

“Put out into the deep water and lower your nets for a 
catch”  LUKE 5:4 

 
 The fisherfolk weaved meaningful memories to me, 
not because I had a good time with my brothers and sisters in 
Exodus immersion but because of the people I met. They 
blessed me with a chance to see that the call of God is still 
alive in me through my experiences which I call “deep and 
lower” for as I “deepen” my relationship with God I also 
learn to “lower down” myself to the reality of the fisherfolks. 
 On January 7-17, 2019 I had ten-day immersion at 
the Freedom village in Naic, Cavite with fisherfolk. The fam-
ily of nanay Melody was my foster family. I received the 
love of God through them. I was very happy living with them 
especially, when I saw their smile and laughter . My heart 
was moved and inspired  to do something—not to be rich in 
material things but to be richer in God’s love by sharing my 
vocation story - my God’s love experiences. From that, I re-
alized that God strengthened my spirit of love and the Holy 
Spirit guided me in everything I shared with them. Jesus is  
the real protagonist of my life. He takes the initiative to call 
me and to follow Him more closely. For me, it is not enough 
to know Christ and to follow Him. I have to share my faith to 
others and make Him known. I treasure what I have experi-
enced in immersion for it “led me to lower down my nets and  
deepen my relationship” with Him. And to be aware of his 
love and presence, that is, the call to live a life same as Jesus  
lived. 
 I grew up in the province near the sea but I didn’t 
really know about the life of the fisherfolk. Only in this expe-
rience that I was given the chance to immerse myself on their 
lives. I listened to their stories: stories of love, of hope and of 
difficulties. I also experienced going to the sea and catch fish. 
Being with them in the middle of the sea allowed me to expe-
rience how hard their work is: fighting the cold night and 
hunger and keeping myself awake the whole time. 
 In this immersion, I was able to tenderly touch the 
wounds of Jesus—through the situations I experienced with 
the fisherfolks—in their poverty and suffering. These experi-
ences brought transformation to my heart.  
 Most of them are poor. Our meals were very simple 
but their lifestyle and their concern for each other, more or 
less resonate the virtues of Jesus’ love and compassion. They 
are poor in material things but rich in spiritual gifts— that in 
the midst of their poverty, they generously continue to share. 
These experiences helped me to understand more about the 
reality of our society, and internalize the values of my chosen 
life as a religious .With all these “deep and lower” experienc-
es, from the remotest part of my heart fuels an enthusiastic 
fire that inspires me to go forward and continue to love God 
and serve His people. 
    

PUT OUT INTO THE DEEP  
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IMMERSION 

by Christine Emmanuel 

 
“Courage!  It is I, do not be afraid!” 
When I learned that I will be going to Tala for my ten

-day immersion, I was overwhelmed with mixed feelings 
– scared and excited, happy and anxious. The question 
running in my head was, “what is in store for me being 
with our Hansenite brothers and sisters in Tala Lepro-
sarium?  

The fact that I have never been into one, gave me a 
totally nerve-wracking feeling each time I would remem-
ber that the days to immersion was fast approaching. I 
was honest enough to myself to say that I was among 
those who had this stigma about Leprosy. It takes so 
much courage and trust to embrace any change. I felt it 
was where God was inviting me to experience His loving 
kindness — to see His face. 

My constant prayer companion was this, “Lord, your 
love and fidelity to me is and will always be far bigger 
than my fears.” 

From January 7-17, off I go, to Tala, carrying in my 
heart that God is a faithful God of many surprises.  

Meeting our Hansenite brothers and sisters drew me 
into asking many whys, the pain, the affliction, the rejec-
tion. Each night, as we leave the place, I would stare at 
the Ward; it brought a certain indescribable eerie feeling 
of years of loneliness, of aloneness, of repeated rejection. 

As I continue to know the people behind the names 
and faces of Nanay Adela, Nanay Vivencia, Tatay Aga, 
Tatay Albert, Ate Luz and many other faceless names in 
this part of our society, these people showed to me how 
they found a paradise in a place I thought was filled only 
with abandonment and loneliness.  

It was they who gave me that ever-shinning hope that 
Tala gives. It was their very star. It was their home as 
much as it was their guiding star; their stories of new-
found identity and acceptance, of deeper faith and heart-
felt connection. They were physically challenged but 
they were very free. It was very edifying. My ten days in 
Tala brought me into a certain perspective that there can 
still be so much hope for those whom society has reject-
ed – all the more to those whom I thought were woefully 
deprived. Jesus, our ever shining bright Morning Star 
was much closer to them than anyone else. 
 

  by Pauline Rosa 

 “Everyone is precious in the eyes of God”.  

It was a great experience to be with the Ae-
ta people in my ten-day immersion in Capas, Tar-
lac. I went out of my comfort zone to be immersed 
in their poverty. 

It  is very true that they are very poor in 
material things: not enough food to eat, the water 
is limited. They eat whatever they could find from 
their surroundings. The children don’t go to 
school except for a few of them because classes 
are not held regularly. They live in a small and 
simple house, made of wood and bamboo. They 
lack many things in their life. But how they love 
and share with one another made them rich. I re-
ceived a warm welcome from the people especial-
ly from my foster family. They adopted me as one 
of their “anaks” in the family. They brought me 
vivid joy through their smiling faces. I did not ex-
pect to learn the lesson of community life in the 
mountain. They do not live only for themselves, 
but also for their brothers and sisters by simply 
sharing the little food they have to the ones who 
have none, or invite someone for a cup of coffee. 
They like to gather, talk or share to one another 
about their lives, both in their joys and difficulties. 
They try to help each other to solve their pro-
blems. It speaks clearly of how much love they 
have for one another. These experiences are what 
I packed to bring home and try to practice in the 
community with the Sisters whom I live with. 

Nothing comes by chance, it is the gift that 
God gave to me as I journey in this life as a reli-
gious, to give my love fully and freely to everyone 
around me. 

THE JOURNEY OF LOVE 

NEVER LOSE SIGHT OF YOUR STAR 
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IMMERSION 

STAGE 

by Therese Faustina   
 I am so grateful for my ten-day immersion in Tahanang 
Walang Hagdanan with nine other novices from different congre-
gations and nationalities.  The happiest moment I had was when I 
started to work with our physically challenged brothers and sis-
ters. There were four service areas: Woodcraft, Unilab, YSS and 

PT Clinic. Each of us spent three days in each area giving us the 
opportunity to enter into their lives and experience their situation. 
Moreover, we had the chance to visit their families. On the last 
day, we had cultural presentation followed by an evaluation to 
see the reality of the situation so that we can look forward with 
hope to respond to the needs of our society, especially in Ta-
hanang Walang Hagdanan. The experience challenged me to go 
beyond my comfort zone and be more aware of the realities of 
my brothers and sisters in Tahanan. 
 This immersion has truly expanded my knowledge be-
cause I have touched, smelled, felt the reality of their situation. 
My experiences are unforgettable and it has become the seed of 
my life. Looking forward with gratitude, I am hoping to continue 
to allow myself to be formed and be ready for the mission - to the 
peripheries. 

KAUSWAGAN: A PEACE SANCTUARY 
by Martha Joachim 

TAHANANG WALANG HAGDANAN  

 

by Mary Denyse 

 
 
 
Having my stage in a different country, different cul-

ture and different  language is a special experience in my jour-
ney as a pilgrim here on earth. My almost three months stay in 
Thabom, Thailand, made me appreciate the beauty of another 
culture, our mission and how it has been so alive through the 
years and how my own experiences strengthened my own 
“Yes” to God. 

During my first week of my stay there, I had the privi-
lege to know the history of our mission. I am in awe with all the 
firsthand stories from Sr. Deanna, one of the pioneer missionar-
ies in Thailand. It has been fruitful through the years in spite of 
the difficulties they encounter. It was like an experience of time 
travelling from past to present.  

I enjoyed my stay in Thabom. The nature has been so 
much of an experience of God’s presence: the sunrise and  sun-
set, blue skies, flowers, birds, trees, and butterflies. In the apos-
tolate, though it was my first time to handle teachers in teaching 
English and observing English classes in a foreign land it was 
full of fun. I also enjoyed helping our Sisters in the canteen. 
Through my exposure in the apostolate, I have seen how God 
gathered all as one family since our school is composed of dif-
ferent religions—mostly Buddhists and a few Christians. 

Yes, it was fun and enriching experiences for me. But 
more than those that I experienced in my stage, it is my experi-
ences in moments of difficulties and struggles that nurtured my 
own vocation and deepened my relationship in Faith, Hope and 
Love to Jesus Christ. I am grateful for my community who 

journeyed with me at every 
moment of my stay there. 
They never leave me alone 
even to the lowest point of 
my journey. I thought I was 
losing hope but it was 
not...It is simply taking a 
new form in my journey 
now—a Hope that is 
founded in Jesus Christ. 
          Thailand was just 
once a piece of colored part 
in the map and Thabom 
was just once in a picture. 
But now, they are experi-
ences for me… experiences 
that continue to strengthen 
a pilgrim’s “YES” to 
God...experiences  that I 
can share once, when I was 
in Thailand. All for Jesus! 

 
ONCE, WHEN I WAS  IN THAILAND… 

It was a challenge for me to say yes to Kauswagan for 
my Stage. Unexpected place, but it is really amazing for me, be-
cause I received so much love from God. I cannot deny that I was 
very afraid at the beginning, but with the love of God and my trust 
in Him that he is there before me, it is enough for me to say “yes.” 
There were struggles along the way but it was a chance for me to 
come closer to Him.  

I always remember what St. Marie Eugenie said: “Love 
never says I have done enough”. With the grace of God I can do 
things that I could not imagine. 

Every morning my alarm clock was the prayer of the 
Muslims. In the community, we spend more time praying for 
peace in Kauswagan—where Peace is very fragile, very precious. 
Days passed and I learned how to immerse myself in the situation 
more deeply and how beautiful the apostolate of our Sisters in 
Kauswagan. We look after the welfare of our school, the teachers, 
the students and the poor - not only the Christians but also for the 
Muslims and other religions. We help them according to their 
need, we give them opportunity to work so that they will have 
income for their families. We are available to help generously in 
our simple ways to the people around us.  

In the school, St. Vincent Academy, there are different 
religions—Catholics, Muslims and other Christian denominations 
but the important is that we can bring Jesus Christ and the Gospel 
Values to the them. 

However, through the experiences in the community, it 
opened my mind to see another area that I did not know yet. But 
more and more I understand why God put us together, by the 
grace of God and with the love for one another, we know how to 
accept and understand each other even though we are different but 
we are in God’s love and we can live together in God’s house. I 
believe that God brought us together as one, as we live out our 
Rule of Life #55: “United to the sisters God gives them, they try 
to accept each other as different because they know that the love 
go Him can bring them together is stronger than anything that 
can divide them.”   

I thank our Province and the Kauswagan community, I 
deeply felt  that God has a plan for me, He sent me there to en-
counter Him in different religions through the people around me, 
to experience His love and care for me. 

I am grateful for all these experiences. They help me to 
strengthen my Faith, Love and Hope for Jesus. 
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STAGE 

            by Fatima Joy  
 

“Reclaiming our Joy as God’s Beloved” – this is the 
Assumption Antipolo’s school thrust that warmly wel-
comed me when I started my three-month Stage journey 
with the community on September 19, 2019. The Sisters, 
administrators, teachers, students and staff together with 
the lay and Family Council are working harmoniously in 
extending God’s kingdom. “This is heaven!” -  the words 
that I keep on uttering to the Lord during my day of 
prayer. The school was so established and I am grateful 
that I had the chance to experience doing the mission with 
the dedicated Assumption Antipolo Community. One of 
the things that I enjoyed the most was giving Morning 
Talks in all levels. I thought my reflections will only be 
contained in the pages of my journal, but this allowed me 
to share my God-experiences with others. I also had op-
portunities to assist and substitute in teaching Economics 
classes in all sections of Grade 12 and some CLE classes 
in Grades 12, 8 and 7. I am not a professional teacher but 
that chance inspired me. Eco-park tour, kid-a-chism, 
playing basketball with the AA Varsity Team, Antipolo 
Samuel Group, vocation talk in YFL Club Day and 
YMAA interaction were just some of the beautiful me-
mories that I had in the school community. The students 
were warm, loving and sweet. I witnessed the dedication 
of the teachers as they give their best with extraordinary 
love in taking part for the mission. I also had the chance to 
join and to share my ideas in planning the youth gathering 
and vigil – the most beautiful event in Assumption Anti-
polo, where everyone gathered in silence to pray and 
adore Jesus Christ, the source of all these wonderful gifts. 
In the Sisters’ community – story telling, community 
gathering, movie nights, praying together and playing ru-
mikuub are the things that I enjoyed the most. Living with 
the Sisters who are ageing gracefully  and whose wisdom 
are truly incredible  left me in awe with their faithfulness 
and Gods’ presence in their lives. 

Assumption Antipolo is an experience of a true fami-
ly, a home, a heaven where broken souls are restored. I 
had a taste of the JOY of heaven - “Jesus is One with 
You!”  

 Through the people I encountered in my Stage, I felt 
that Jesus is gently and tenderly carrying me all along my 
jouney. I will never forget the kindness and goodness of 
the Lord for these experiences where I reclaim the Joy of 
the Lord and that I am indeed His beloved.  

THE HEAVENLY ASSUMPTION  

ANTIPOLO EXPERIENCE 

 An experience right at the very outset of my journey towards 
Antique — that beautiful place “where the mountains meet the sea”— 
would capture the description of my three-month Stage with the in-
spiring Assumption Sisters in the Sibalom Community. I took the Ce-
bu Pacific flight on September 15, 2018 to go to my Stage area, and 
on this day, flights were getting canceled one after another as a super 
typhoon was battering our country.  But to my surprise, the moment 
that our plane soared above the thick, dark clouds, I saw that the sun 
was shining brightly and all the time that our plane flew with the sun 
in sight, the flight safely proceeded as if carried gently by an unseen 
hand.   
 My arrival and stay in Sibalom coincided with the most 
“activity-packed” period of the Sta. Rita Academy (SRA) which is 
being managed by the Sisters.  As the Superior said, “Siba-lom” 
means to “go to the deep,” so they generously and confidently allowed 
me to be immersed deeply (and intensely) in their apostolate which I 
discovered to be so wide and so full that I could only describe it as 
“teeming with life.”  In fact, up to the very last day on December 15, I 
felt like I was still caught up in “whirlwind.“ Yet, it amazes me how 
certain moments so gentle that they are almost imperceptible have 
inexplicably found their way deep into my heart and somehow got 
embedded there. Among these are the ordinary moments when I felt I 
received a gentle, loving smile from Jesus while I would usually be 
caught up in the midst of a very busy day in areas where the Sisters 
have invited me to “run” with them: in the library, in the school clinic, 
on the highways while the SRA learners would go on a parade during 
the Harvest Festival and the Buruyloganay Festival, in various recol-
lection venues all over Antique, and even in the middle of an earth-
quake last November 5, 2018. But one thing is clear to me: I am infi-
nitely grateful for the whole community in Antique — including Ms. 
Joanne (my supervisor in the library who has inspired me from the 
first moment I saw her), Manang Rose our house companion, and Na-
nay Panyang, our weekly overnight visitor — for the quiet strength 
they have shared with me as I took moments of prayer when I stopped 
and thanked God for all the love and blessings He has given me and 
our entire community.  It also amazes me to have witnessed how His 
love alone carried me and the Sisters through any given week, no mat-
ter how challenging and busy it was. 
 I consider it a great privilege and a deeply inspiring experi-
ence to have witnessed how the Sisters in Assumption-Antique have 
touched the lives of many families and many generations of Antique-
nos.  For one, it showed me that what their community offers is more 
than just a school named after Sta. Rita de Cascia, the Saint-Advocate 
of Impossible Cases — what they offer to the Church is a home for 
many children, regardless of their religious affiliation or family back-
ground.  Here in this very simple community, I have found out for 
myself that it is not just our little ones who experience the uncondi-
tional, sweet and wonderful love of Jesus that knows no bounds.  I 
have seen that many of those who have come to this place have known 
that no matter how stormy their life can get, the gentle but deep love 
of Jesus will always carry them through and will always be with them 
till the very end, even if “the mountains would fall to the sea.” 

GENTLY TOUCHED BY THE  
DEEP LOVE OF  JESUS  

“WHERE THE MOUNTAINS MEET THE SEA” 

by Charmaine Marie 
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by Teresa Uyen 

 
 I prepared and waited for the day I will go to Kibangay 
for my Stage but then I was surprised when the final announce-
ment came that I will have my Stage in Baguio instead of 
Kibangay. Just the same, my journey was enriched by this peri-
od of three months in Baguio with the many experiences, graces 
and blessings that made me grow more in my loving relation-
ship with God and with those I have lived with. Also, I have 
come to love this place more because it is here where I found 
the “zeal” in me to work for God’s Kingdom, a grace which I 
have been asking for. 
 During my adjustment period, I often asked myself 
“How can I live in this quiet place and quiet community?” On 
the first week, I felt challenged to enter the rhythm community 
and eventually I did, though I did not know exactly when I got 
into that rhythm. 
 I was much welcomed and loved in the community. 
The Sisters are loving and each has their own way of expressing 
love to each other. I am grateful to God for them, for they en-
couraged me to put out my net into the deep water. I was able to 
open myself and to go out of my comfort zone. Thus, my 
knowledge of God’s love grew bigger to share His love to all. 
That is why I am also thankful because I was given the chance 
to be involved in St. Martin’s School. Moreover, I was able to 
experience the challenges of their apostolate. It was good that 
there are English speaking students and so I was able to com-
municate with them. I thank the Sisters for letting me stretch 
myself more for the unknown things, supporting me with the 
things I am not familiar with, particularly being a teacher. As a 
catechist for the children we were playing games and singing 
songs most of the time so there was no pressure at all. Then the 
time came for me to replace the teacher of Grade 1 for three 
days because she was tasked to attend the MEI Track. Aside 
from my language limitation, I am not an Education graduate 
and I did not know how to teach but by the grace of God, these 
three days went well and meant much to me. As this period 
helped me stretch myself and discover that there is always a 
space for new life in me and to learn new things and to know 
myself more. I was happy that the students understood my les-
sons. The weeks that followed, the Sisters gave me other chanc-
es to be with the children from other Grades. Even now in the 
Novitiate, I often think of the students there, especially the sib-
lings: Rain (Grade 4) and Sun Chai (Grade 1). “Who can help 
them live a better life?” I often ask myself. 
 Looking at my Stage experience closely, I now see that 
all the surprises are not random events but the unfolding of 
God’s plan for me. Beneath these “surprises” I received both 
graces that enabled me to do my task and discover the gifts that 
I can share to others, such as the zeal to work for a better life 
not just for my own but also for others. The more I appreciated 
deeply my being a Beloved of God the more I grew in love with 
God and God’s people. 

 

STAGE 

GOD’S SURPRISES  

A GRACE – FILLED JOURNEY 
by Agnes Cecilia 

 

My heart is grateful to God because of the love, 
graces and blessings that He has given me during my Stage 
in Takamatsu community, Japan, which include special mo-
ments that I encountered God very clearly. My Stage in Ja-
pan is the beautiful journey that I had with God, with the 
Sisters and with the people that I will never forget. At the 
beginning, I felt that it was impossible for me to have my 
Stage in Japan. But for God, nothing is impossible. I realize 
that God accompanied me all the time. He helped me over-
come my difficulties, my struggles by sending His people to 
help me like the Sisters and the people there who made me 
feel at home.  

The Sisters in Takamatsu Community assigned me 
to assist in the Kindergarten where I learned and appreciated 
the mission of education in Japan. They welcome every stu-
dent, even special children. They help the students to discov-
er their own capacities, to develop the human virtues that 
God planted in every person while they were still small. 
Moreover, the good relationship that I have with the teachers 
and the students made me feel very happy to be in the apos-
tolate even though we could not understand each other well. 
The love we shared made us closer. Their friendly ways 
helped me to go beyond with my language limitation and to 
do my best for my students where I was assigned.  

Participating in the Sisters’ apostolate led me to an-
other unforgettable experience: I had an opportunity to work 
with the Bishop in Takamatsu. This happened when the 
Bishop asked my help to minister to the Vietnamese by 
translating his homily for them. I consider this experience a 
great privilege and grace that strengthened me in this jour-
ney.  

I am thankful to God for sending me to Japan where 
I discovered the depth of the truth that He is there for me 
accompanying me all the time. My Stage in Japan was a spe-
cial moment for me and Jesus to feel that “God Alone” is 
enough in my life. There, He made me see that He is making 
my heart bigger to love Him and to love His people. It was 
such a grace – filled journey. 

Kami ni Kansha!!! Thanks be to God.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


